For uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems, RNAV/VNAV NA below -7°C (20°F) or above 54°C (130°F), DME/DME RNP-0.3 NA. For Inop MALSR, increase LNAV Cats A and B visibility to RVR 5500. Helicopter visibility reduction below RVR 4000 NA. Simultaneous approach authorized with Rwy 8L or 8R or 10, or Rwy 8L and 10. LNAV procedure NA during simultaneous operations. Use of FD or AP providing RNAV track guidance required during simultaneous operations. **RVR 1800 authorized with use of FD or AP or HUD to DA. **VNAV only. LNAV procedure NA during simultaneous operations. Use of FD or AP providing RNAV track guidance required during simultaneous operations.